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We study differential equ tions of the form 
(P(X) Y’(-x))’ =4(x) f-(x, Y(X), P(X) Y’(X)) (1) 
on an interval (0,a) subject to initial conditions 
Y(O) = 4 lim P(X) y’(x) = B, (2) 
x-o+ 
Dirichlet conditions 
y(O) = a, v(a) = PI (3) 
or mixed conditions 
lim p(x) y’(x) = 0, uy’(l)+y(l)=b. (4) .x-+0+ 
By a solution we always mean a function of class C( [CO, a J) n C’( 0, a)) 
that satisfies (1) on(0, a) along with the specified boundary orinitial con- 
ditions. We require throughout that pE C’((0, a)), q E C((0, a)), p > 0 and 
q>Oon(O,a),andthatfiscontinuouson [O,a]x(-o~,c~)x(--cc,m); 
thus the equation may be singular at either x =0 or x = a. Our goal is to 
determine conditions that guarantee that the problem has either a 
monotone or a nonnegative solution. 
Roughly, our approach consists in obtaining a priori bounds on all 
solutions having the given property (either positivity or monotonicity), 
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showing that the inverse ofthe linear operator Ly= (py’)‘/q sends 
functions f acertain class Q to functions with the desired property, and
then showing that f(x, y, z) belongs toQ. We then utilize th topological 
transversality theorem [12] to establish existence of a suitable solution. 
The major estriction of ur approach isthat he set of functions with 
the desired property must form a convex set; this is clearly the case with 
monotonicity and positivity. 
The technique o tlined above was used in [5] to establish conditions for
the xistence of monotone solutions f problems including, for example, the 
super-linear problem y” + y3 = 0, y(O) =O, y(a) =LX, which has infinitely 
many solutions. Existence of arbitrary solutions to problems ofthe types 
considered h re is studied in[4,5, lo]. Existence of positive solutions to 
related problems i examined in[6, 7, 9, 1416, 18-211; the problems con- 
sidered in[6, 7, 16, 18, 213 are allowed tobe singular in yas well as in X. 
For the differential equ tion with initial v ues and unique solutions, the 
problem we study here is equivalent to that of estimating from below the 
maximum interval on which the solution ismonotone or positive. 
Monotone methods and, for positive solutions f two-point problems, the 
method of upper and lower solutions arepossible a ternative methods of 
establishing existence of positive or monotone solutions. 
THE INITIAL VALUE PROBLEM 
THEOREM 1. Let c1 >O, let l/p, qE L’(0, a), and let the following 
hypotheses hold. 
H, : There xists a continuous, nondecreasing function g 2 0 on [0, m) 
such that 
At, Y, z)G g(v) on [O,a]x[O, m)x(--co, co) 
and either g E 0 or else 
Let y = M be the largest root of 
M exists and any positive solution f(1 )-(I?!) satisfies y(x) < M. 
H~:efinf~~,~,~~~,~~~(--,~) fk y, Z)) -03. 
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Let 
NI = max(M, g(M)) l1411L, + 81. 
H,: Let 0 < c < cc satisfy 
and 
(5) 
Then (1 j(2) has a positive solution on (0, a). 
Note that, by(5), c1+ /I 1: dt/p(t) > 0. Also, (5) implies that 
on (0, a) since p - c j; q(s) ds is decreasing. 
ProoJ We first obtain a priori bounds on any positive solution y, of 
(P(X) y;(x))’ = Aq(x) f(x, Yi(X)> p(x) y;(x)), 
Y,(O) = a > 0, lim P(X) Y;(X) = B, 
(6)~ 
r-+0+ 
uniform in,I E[0, 11. For I = 0 we have 
suppose h nceforth that 2> 0. 
Let Y, denote any nonnegative solution of (6), and let 
Y=maxLo,,, Ye. Integration fr m0 to x >O yields successively 
P(X) Y;(X) G D -I- g(Y) j; q(s) ds, (7) 
yA(x)da+B I ;$ff+g(Y) j;-$jj;q(Wd~ 
G a + max(B, 0) ji -$j dt + g(Y) ji & j: q(s) do dt. 
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If gz 0, then yi is clearly bounded by M. If g$ 0, then it follows that 
If g( y) is bounded, then the left-hand si e tends to co as Y + co, so there 
must exist a number M such that he inequality (8) is violated forY > M. 
Then maqO,al ~4-4 4 M. If on the other hand g(y) + co as y --) co, then 
by H, there is an A4 such that (8) is violated for all Y> M; necessarily 
equality holds in (8) when Y = M. Once again we have yA(x) d M. 
From (7) and the corresponding lower bound based on H, we get hat 
B + 0 s,‘ q(s) ds < p(x) y;(x) G,!? + g(M) f; q(s) ds. 
Therefore we have (p(x) y;(x)( <N,. Finally, it now follows easily that 
IMx) A(x))‘/q(x)l G N2 =max(lW, g(W). 
We define the following seminorms for appropriate functions y: 
II Yll I = sup (P(X) Y’(X)13 
XE (0. a)
II YII 2 = sup 
(P(X) Y’(X))’ 
XE PAa) 4(x) ’ 
I~I~=max(lI~4l~~ IYII L 
ly12=maxOIylIo~ IIYII , I~ll2). 
K denotes the Banach space C((0, a)) with the sup-norm, K’ the Banach 
space (y E C( [O, a]) n C’( 0, a)): 1 yl , < co }, and K2 the Banach space 
{ye C([O, a])n C’((0, a)): ly12 < co}. The notation Ki,p is used for the 
affine subspace { yE K2: y(0) =a, lim,,,, p(x) y’(x) = j?}; Ki,o is a 
Banach space. We define the following maps: 
j: Kz,, -+ K’ by ju= u, 
F,: K’+K by V’,u)(x) = V-k u(x), P(X) u’(x)), 
L:KZ,,pK by Vu)(x) = (P(X) u’(x))‘/&). 
The Ascoli-Arzela theorem easily gives us that he injection j iscom- 
pletely continuous. FL is clearly continuous. It is convenient to set 
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P = ( y E K: y(x) >0 on [0, a] }; then P n Ki,p is a convex subset ofthe 
Banach space K*. Now Ly = h, y E K&, and h E K, implies that 
(9) 
so L-l: K + Ki,, is continuous. Let hsatisfy -c,<h(x) for cI b 0; then (9) 
provides the lower bound 
We define one last norm: 
III Y ll s mad II YII dM, II Y II ]lN, 3 II Y II */N2). 
Clearly 111 .I(/ isequivalent to I.]*. Let 
U= {ME Kz,8: ((Iu(I( < 1 +E} n P 
for an E >O yet to be determined; then U is a relatively opensubset of 
Pn Kz,B. For 0 6 A < 1 define the map 
H,: &K;p by H,u = L-IF, ju; 
we claim that in fact H,: u + K: P n P. Indeed, if u E 0, then 
0 < u(x) <M( 1 + E) and (p(x) u’(x)1 d N;( 1+ E) on (0, a). For E >, 0let 
-C(E) 3min(f(x, y ) z :xE[~,al,yE[O,M~1+~~l,lzl~N,(1+~)}; 
C( .) is a continuous f nction. Since C(0) <c, (5) holds with creplaced by 
C(0); by continuity (5)remains valid with c replaced byC(E) for E >O 
sufficiently sma l. Fix such an E; U is now determined. Finally, (10) shows 
that 
Thus H,: o-+ Pn K&. 
Now any fixed point of H, is a positive solution of (6),, sothe a priori 
estimates show that he compact homotopy H, has no fixed points onaU, 
since any solution f(6), lies in U. Because H,, = a+ /I s;, dt/p(t) isa 
constant map into U, it is essential [12]. The topological transversality 
theorem states that H, has a fixed point in U, so (6), possesses a positive 
solution. 1 
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EXAMPLES. Application to the simple linear problem y” = -y, 
y(0) =a > 0, y’(0) = 0 can be used to assess the strength of the hypotheses. 
We may take g(y) E0, M= -8 = c = a, and the theorem then guarantees 
a positive solution whenever a <$; the exact condition is, of course, 
a < 742. 
A more intricate example consists in howing that he problem 
(6x9’(x))’ = (1 +x2) y(x)“* - y + ~ :‘1:::)2, y(0) =4, y’(0) = -1 
has a nonnegative solution on [0, 11. Here we have -y < f d 2, and we 
may take g(y)z2, M= -8=c=4$. 
THEOREM 2. Let B > 0, let I/p, qE L’(0, a), and let the following 
hypotheses hold. 
H4 : There exists a continuous, positive, nondecreasing function 
[a, co) such that 
fb, Y? Z)<<(Y) on [O,a]x[a, co)x[O, co) 
and 
s mdu fi 01 CI go’go 0 p(t) I -dt+j;--&j;q(s)dsdx. 
Let N, satisfy 
I NI du P -=- a I uLdt+j;-&j;q(s)dsdx g(u) g(a) 0 p(t) 
and let 
N2 = P + g(N,) j* q(t) dt. 
0 
H, : /I -c 1: q(s) ds > 0, where 
--c =min(f(x, Y, 2): b, y, 2) E CO, al x [a, N,l x CO, N21}. 
Then (1 b(2) has a monotonically increasing solution (0, a). 
ProoJ Let y1 be a monotonically increasing solution of (6), and let Y
be the maximum value of yl, Y= y,(a). From Hq, we get on integrating 
that 
(11) 
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A further integration on (0, a) yields 
P <-- 
&?(a) s a 1 dt + j; -& jf q(s) ds dx. 0P(f) 
That Y < N, follows. From (11) we have the bound 0 d p(x) y>.(x) GN,. 
From the continuity off, there exists a constant N, such that 
Ifk YAx), P(X) y;(x))1 G N, on CO, al x [Ia, N l x IX, NJ. 
For the remainder ofthe proof, replace P and (II yJI\ in the proof of 
Theorem 1by 
and 
P = ( y E K* : y(x) is monotonically increasing on [0, a] } 
Ill YIII = maNI YII~IN~~ II YII JN2. II .&IN3h 
respectively. UsingH, instead ofH,, we have monotonically increasing 
solutions i  U as fixed points ofH,, which completes theproof. m
THEOREM 3. Assume that fl< 0 and 
H6 : There xists a continuous, positive, nondecreasing fu ction g defined 
on (-co, a] such that 
-t?(Y) Gf(-% Y? z) on [O,a]x(-Co,a]x(-c0,O). 
Let 
H,: Let c=sup ~O,o]xra~N~,orlxrN~.O] .0x, Y, z) satisfy 
I(+cjOq(x)dx<O. 
0 
Then (l)-(2) has a monotone decreasing solution (0, a). 
409/159:2-l I 
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Proof: Let y, be a monotone decreasing solution of (6),. Since 8~0 
and (J&)(X) = P + j: q(t) S(t, yn(t), py;(t)) dt,from the inequality in H, 
we have that 
iv2 =B - g(a) la q(t) dt 6 (PA)(X) Go
0 
for all xin (0, a). Integration over(0, a) yields 
It follows from H6 that -g(a) <f(x, y, z). 
A proof analogous tothat of Theorem 2 shows the existence of a
monotone solution on (0, a). 1 
THE DIFFUSION PROBLEM 
We consider the one-parameter family ofdiffusion problems 
(P(X) YH)’ = Q(x)f(x, VA), 
(12)A 
lim p(x) y’,(x) = 0, ddl) +- y,(l) = h x-to+ 
where 1E [0, 11. With p(x) =q(x) =xn- ‘, this problem describes spheri- 
cally symmetric diffusion n n-dimensions subject to a radiation b undary 
condition, provided the diffusion coefficient is constant. Since we shall not 
assume that p= q, diffusion n an inhomogeneous b tspherically sym-
metric medium is also included inour formulation. Applications of such 
models include oxygen diffusion in a homogeneous spherical e l: j(x, y) = 
ay/(y +k) for a> 0 and k >O Cl, 3,13,17] and heat conduction in the 
human brain: f(x, y) = -ae-” for a and /? positive [2, 81. Existence of 
solutions to these problems and some generalizations may befound in 
[ll, 131. However, inthese applications onlynonnegative solutions have 
physical meaning. Therefore we establish conditions strong enough to 
guarantee that (12), has at least one positive solution. Because of these 
applications, throughout this ection we do not require l/p integrable. 
Existence of positive solutions forasimilar problem with the homogeneous 
Dirichlet boundary condition y( 1) = 0 is considered in [9] under quite 
different hypotheses on f: 
The following assumptions aremade throughout. 
H,: p~C’((0, 11) with p>O on (O,l]; qeC((O, l])nL’(O, 1)and 
q>O on (0, ~];SEC([O, l]x [O, 00)); ~200; and b>O. 
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LEMMA 1. Let there xist a constant M> 0 such that f(x, y) > 0 on 
[0, l] x [M, co). Then yl(x) 6max(b, M)for any nonnegative solution y, of 
(12), and every XE [0, 11. 
Proof. If I = 0, then y, E b; suppose h nceforth that IE (0, 11. If y, had 
a maximum greater than M at in (0, l), then y;(s) =O, y;(Z) GO, so 
(p(f) y;(a))’ < 0, contradicting q(i) f($ y(g)) > 0. Suppose then that yj. 
has a maximum at x = 1; then y;( 1) 3 0 and the boundary condition at 
x = 1 yields yi( 1) <b. Suppose finally that y, has a value greater than M
at x = 0. Integration of the differential equ tion a d use of the boundary 
condition at 0yields 
P(X) Y;(X) = A 1; q(s) fb, Y&)) & 
the right-hand side is positive for sufficiently small x > 0 since 
f(x, yn(x)) > 0 for small x. Hence y;(x) > 0 for such x, and yj. cannot have 
a maximum at x = 0, a contradiction. 1 
THEOREM 4. Let H,, the hypotheses of Lemma 1, and the following hold: 
H,: lim,,,, (VP(X)) j;; q(t) dt < 00; 
H,,: With d=max O~xCl,O~y~max(M,~)f(~, Y), we have 
Then a positive solution f(12), exists. 
Proof. By Lemma 1, for any nonnegative solution y, of (12),, 
AE IlO, 11, we have Ifk YAx))I ~maxo.,.l,o.,.,a,(,,,,If(x, Y)I =c2 on 
[0, 11. It follows that 
1 x 
I yXx)l Gc2 - s P(X) 0 
q(t) 4
so there xists a constant c,such that 1y;(x)! <c, for all nonnegative 
solutions f (12),, IE[0, 1). We have J(p(x) y;(x))‘)/q(x)<c,; thusif we 
define 
Ilull = max oyyl WWmaxW, b), SUP lu’(x)llc,, . . o<r<1 
sup IfAx) u’(x))‘) c2 
O<X<l 4(x) / I2 
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we see that any nonnegative solution yi of ( 12)A for 1 E [0, l] satisfies 
II YAI G 1. 
Let Kbe the Banach space (C((0, l)), )) .IlO} with )~u~~O=supO~~X~I lu(x)l, 
and let K* denote Banach space {C([O, 11) n C*((O, l]), )( .I/}, Let Kf,, 
denote the convex subset {y E K*: lim, _0+ p(x) y’(x) = 0, uy’( 1) + 
y( 1) = b}. We define the following maps: 
j: K& --f K by ju = u 
F,:K-+K by (F,u)(x) = V(x, u(x)) 
L: K;,b + K by @u)(x) = (P(X) u’(x))‘ldx). 
FA is continuous since f is, and the Ascoli-Arzela theorem shows that he 
injection j is completely continuous n K*. 
Let Q denote the set of functions h E K satisfying 
a 1 i J 1 x - q(x) dx-t- sup - P(l) 0 J I o<XGlP(x) 0 q(t) d  sup h(x)<b ocxcl 
and let P denote the set of positive functions. Both P and Q are convex. 
Let 
u= {zd&: ((uI( < 1+E) n P 
for some small E yet o be fixed. Then for uE U we have 
fk u(x)) G max fk 2) 
O_CX~l,O~Z~(l+E)maX(M,b~ 
1 x 
q(s) ds f sup - J I O<X<lP(X) 0 q(s) d  
for sufficiently sma lE> 0, by HI,. Fix an E for which these inequalities 
hold. It follows that Fl j maps U into K n Q. 
We next show that L-’ is a continuous mapfrom Kn Q to K&. For 
heKnQ define v by 
u(x)=b-5 j’ q(t) h(t) dt - j-; +j s’ q(s) 4s) ‘h & 
P(l) 0 
(13) 
0 
it follows easily that Lv = h and lim, _o+ p(x) v’(x) = 0. By differentiation 
we get hat 
~~‘(l)=j-& J; q(s)h(s)ds=b-v(l), 
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so u satisfies th  second boundary condition as well. Since 
I(P(X) v’(x))‘llq(s) G Ih(X 
it follows from H, that (Iu(I < 00; thus uE Ki,b. From similar considerations 
it follows that L-l : h t+ u is continuous as amap from Kn Q to Ki,*. 
There remains toshow that L-l: K n Q + P, i.e., that udefined by( 13) 
is positive. The requirement u( 1)> 0 is equivalent to 
a I 
PO0 s 
q(t) h(t) dt <b, 
which olds by the definition of Q.Graphical considerations sh w that 
u(x) will be positive forxE [0, 1] provided 
1 
a f q(t) h(t) dt +- i‘X q(t) h(t) dt < b 
P(l) 0 P(X) 0 
holds for all xE [0, 1J, and this again follows from the definition of Q.
Thus L-‘: KnQ-+Kz,,nP. 
Consider the compact homotopy H: 8-, Kz b n P defined by 
H,u = L- ‘F, ju; the fixed points ofH, are precisely the positive solutions 
of (12),. Bythe a priori estimates, HA has no fixed points on aU. Also 
H,u = b E U is a constant map, and so essential. By the topological tr ns- 
versality theorem, H has fixed point in U, which is a positive solution 
of (12)l. I 
The following lemma bounds all positive solutions f (12), without 
requiring f positive forlarge y, . 
LEMMA 2. Let H, and H,, hold, where 
HI,: There exist a constant M > 0 and a continuous, positive, non- 
decreasing function g on [M, 00 ) such that 
and 
-g(Y) G(x, Y) on CO, 11~ CM, a), 
lim y - max(b, M) 
Y-m g(y) 
2 max !-,k-! IX q(t) dt. 
0CXG.l p(x) 0 
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Let z = N1 be the largest root of 
z-max(b,M)= max l+a x 
‘Y(z) 
-j- s(t)dt. O~X~l p(x) 0 
Then yl(x) < N1 for any nonnegative solution y, of (12), and every 
XE [O, 11. 
ProoJ: The case i= 0 is easily disposed of, so let A> 0. If y, has a maxi- 
mum at x = 1, then yjz( 1)> 0 and yn( 1) < b from the boundary condition. 
Suppose that yA has its maximum Y greater than A4 at some x, E [O, 1); 
then lim Xix, p(x) y;(x) = 0. Integrating he differential equ tion from x, to 
x > x1 we have as far as yA(x) > A4 that 
-g(Y) 1; q(s) dsGp(x) Y;(X). 
Either there xists x2E (xi, l] such that yl(x,) =A4 and yA(x)> M on 
[x1, x2), or else y,Jx) > M on (xi, 11. In the first case the mean value 
theorem yields 
1 x 
M-Y~(x,-x1) min y;(x)> -g(Y) sup - i q(s) 4 Xl<XGX2 OCX<lP(X) 0 
or 
Y-M 1 x -< sup - 
g( Y) O<x<l p(x) J’ 
q(s) ds, 0 
and Y,< N, follows. In the second case application of the mean value 
theorem yields 
1 x 
yJl)- Y>(l -x1),m~, y;(x)> -g(Y) sup - 5 4(s) a!s. (14) . . O<x<lP(X) 0 
From the boundary condition 
1 * 
yA(l)=b-ay;(l)<b+ag(Y) sup - I O<X<lP(X) 0 
q(s) ds. (15) 
Combining (14) and (15) we get hat 
1 x 
Y-b,<(l+a)g(Y) sup - s O<X<lP(X) 0 
q(s) ds, 
and the lemma follows. 1 
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THEOREM 5. Let H,, Hg, H,,, a& 
H;,, : With 43 max OG~GLOC~~N,~(~, Y), we have 
hold. Then a positive solution of (12), exists. 
Proof. The proof is virtually thesame as that of Theorem 4 and is 
omitted. 1 
Remark. If we strengthen H, to require that 
1 
lim - I ’ x+0+ P(X) 
q(t) dt = 0, 
0 
(17) 
then the boundary condition lim, _o+ p(x) y’(x) = 0 implies that y’(0) = 0. 
For we have 
Y(X)-Y(O) 1 x 1 
s I 
’ =- - 
X x 0 p(t) 
q(s) f(s, Y(S)) dsdt, 
0
whence the mean value theorem yields that 
for some x* E (0, x), where N is an upper bound on y(x). It follows that 
y’(0) =0 [9]. Thus if we require (17), problem (12), has monotone 
positive solutions iffdoes not change sign. 
THE DIRICHLET PROBLEM 
We consider the family ofDirichlet problems 
(P(X) Y;(x))’ = iq(x) f-(x, Y (X), P(X) Y;(x)), 
YAP) = 4 y,(a) = B 
(181, 
for AE [0, 1). Throughout this ection weassume that 
H,,: PEC(CO,~I)~C’((O,~)), P>O on KJa), llp~L’K4a); qe 
C((O,a)), q~L’(O,a), q>O on (,%a); f~c([O, 01x PA ~)x(-ab ~1); 
and a, u, p > 0. 
We first establish a priori bounds on positive solutions f ( 18) j.. 
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LEMMA 3. Zf there xists anM 2 0 such that y> M implies f (x, y, 0) > 0 
for all XE [O, a], then every positive solution y, of (18),, ;1E[0, 11, satisfies 
Y&) d mada, P, Ml. 
Proof The lemma is certainly valid unless A>0 and y, has a maximum 
exceeding M at 2.~ (0, a). But were that o happen we would have 
(py;)‘(i) = p(g) y;(a) 6 0, whereas q(.C)f(f, y(i), 0) > 0, a contra- 
diction. l 
LEMMA 4. Let there exist a constant M> 0 such that y 2 Ma 
f(x, y, 0) < 0. Set i@ = max(cr, /3, M) and let H12-HI4 hold, where 
H,,: There xists a continuous, positive function g on [I@, 0~)) such that 
y > & z > 0 *f(x, y, z) 2 -g(y). 
H,,: There exist constants p,v > 1 such that l/p + l/v = 1 and, with 
0 = 1 + l/p, 
l/vu 
q(s)“p(s)“‘” ds dx<co 
and 
lim jy[~yg(z)*dz]-l’u~d~>~~~(~~q(s)~(s)”~~ds)l’vudx. 
Y-~&2 i 
Let y = M, be the largest root of 
l/VU 
dx. 
Then any positive solution f(18), satisfies yA(x) < M, on [0, a]. 
Proof: The conclusion s valid for A= 0, we we may suppose 1 E(0, 11. 
If y;(x) = 0 for some XE (0, a) and yA(x) > A?, then p(x) y;(x) =
Aq(x) f(x, yJx), 0) < 0, so y, has a local maximum at x. It follows that if 
y, has its maximum Y> I%? at x* E (0, a) there is an interval (x0, x*) on 
which y; > 0 and y,(xo) = @. Then on (x0, x*) we have that 
integration fr mx E (x0, x*) to x* yields 
(p(x) Y;(x))” G o q(s)” p(s)“‘” ds 
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A further integration over(x0, x*) brings about 
and it follows that Y< MI. 1 
Along similar lines wecan prove 
LEMMA 5. Let there exist a constant M 2 0 such that f(x, y, 0) < 0 when- 
ever y>M. Set i%=max(cc, /IM) and let H12, Hi,, and Hi4 hold, where 
H’,,: There is a continuous, positive function g on [a, 00) such that 
Y>&Z<O=>f(X, Y,Z)B -g(y). 
Hi,: There are constant p, v > 1 such that l/p + l/v = 1 and, with 
0 = 1 + l/p, 
and 
> 
l/OV 
q( s)“p( x)“‘P dx<m 
Let y = M, be the largest olution f
g(z)” dz 1 -w’ d[ = alI0 1: -& (1: q(s)“p(x)“/‘) 1’0v dx. 
Then any positive solution f(18), satisfies yj,(x) < M, on [0, a]. 
Lemma 3 applies tosuperlinear as well as to sublinear quations, but
Lemmas 4and 5 only to sublinear quations. 
We turn ow to bounding ( py>.j for positive solutions y,.
LEMMA 6. Let there xist a constant No such that every positive solution 
yA of ( 18)A satisfies y, < No on [0, a]. Let the following hold 
HI,: There exists a function h defined, continuous, andpositive on
[0, 00) such that 
x E IX, al, Y E CO, NoI, z E t - 00, 00) * Iftx, Y, z)l dNlzl )
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and there xist p, v > 1 with l/,~ + l/v = 1 such that 
s 
a 
q(s)“p(s)“‘” ds < co. 
0 
Moreover, zfmax to,al p(x) = y, then 
is valid. 
Let N, satisfy 
Then every positive solution yA of (18), satisfies (p(x) y;(x)1 <N, on (0, a). 
ProoJ The argument for 1> 0 splits into two cases depending on
whether y,is monotone. 
Case 1. v;(Z) = 0 at some i E [0, a]. Then every point xE [0, a] with 
y;(x) #O lies in an interval (x0, x) (or (x, x0)) such that y; # 0 on (x0, x) 
(or (x, x0)) and y;(xo) = 0. Suppose for simplicity that ; > 0 on (x0, x). 
From HI5 we have on this interval that 
(PYY”( PYL)’ < qpl/“( y;)l/@. 
Mm4 ’ 
7 
on integrating fromx0 to x and using the Holder inequality, we get hat 
It follows that p(x) y;(x) < N,. 
Case 2. Suppose next hat y, is monotone, say increasing, o  [O, a]. 
Let x* E (0, a) be a point where JJ;(x*) = (/I- a)/~. For XE [O, x*] we 
have, much as before, that 
s 
P(x)Y;(x) z lip dz 
> 
l/v 
h(z) 
< N;‘p 3 
P(X’)(B - @)/a 
and the bound on py; follows. A similar argument holds for xE [x*, a]. 1 
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This lemma has variants corresponding to p = 1 and to v = 1; these are 
easily established along the lines of the proof given here and are omitted. 
Existence of positive solutions is established by combining ana priori 
bound on yj. and one for py; with the following theorem. 
THEOREM 6. Let there xist constants N, and N, such that any positive 
solution y, of (18);. satisfies yA(x) < N, and 1 p(x) y;(x)1 d N, . With 
c = max( 0, max f(x, Y,Z)) 
CO.~I~CO,NO~~[-NI,NI] 
let either 
01 a 
a>c - 
s s 0 p(t) 
q(s) ds dt 
f 
or 
B>csd’-&j-;q(s)dsdt. 
Then a positive solution f(18), exists. 
Proof We keep the definitions of (( + Ii, 1 .li, and K’ made for the initial 
value problem, but we alter the definition of KZ, B to Ki,, = ( ye K2: 
y(0) = a, y(a) =fl}. The completely continuous injection j: Kt,8 + K’, the 
continuous mapFn: K’ -+ K, and L: Ki,a --t K are defined asbefore. Again 
we let P= {ye!2 y(x)>0 on [O,a]), and observe that PnK& is a 
convex subset ofK2. The solution of Ly = h for hE K and y E Kl.a is given 
by 
q(s) h(s) ds dt 
it follows easily that L-l: K+ Kt,B is continuous. 
For any solution y1 of ( 18)2 we have 
I(P(X) Y;(x)wq(x) d max Ifb, Y, z)l =N,. 
CO.alx CO.Nolx C--NI,NII 
We define 
Ill . III = max( II . I olNo, II . I 1/Nl, II . I 21Nz); 
then (11. (II isequivalent to I-l2 and I(/ y2((l < 1for any solution of (18),. 
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Suppose that CI >c j: (l/p(t)) J; q(s) ds dt holds. Itis convenient to set 
q(s) max(O, h(s)) dsdt < CI ; 
Q is a convex subset ofK. Let 
for an E yet o be determined; then U is an open subset ofthe convex subset 
Ki,, nP of the Banach space K2. Let 
C(c) =max(O, max fb Y>Z)) 
O~x~a,O~y~No(l+&),(r(CNI(l+E) 
and fix an E small enough that 
C(E) j; $ j-y q(s) dsdt <a. 
Then for any u E t7 we have h= FA ju E Q for Iz E[0, 11. We define the map 
H,: 0-t K& by Hlu=L-‘FAju; 
to see that in fact HA: 0-t Ki,Bn P, it is enough to show that L-l: Q + P. 
Let hEQ; L-‘h is given by (19). Now the minimum of L-’ h is either 
min(a, j?) > 0, or else it occurs atsome 2~ (0, a) and (L-‘h)‘(2) = 0.Then 
f must satisfy 
from this and (19) it follows that 
(L-‘h)(i)=a-&-$*q(s)h(s)dsdt 
r 
a1 a 
>a- - s s 0 P(t) q(s) max(O, h(s)) dsdt > 0. (20) 1
It follows that HA is a compact homotopy from i? into K&n P which 
has no fixed points on aU (relative topology). Because Ho =ol+ Co-- a) 
J;, dt/p(t)/j,” dt/p(t) is aconstant map into U, it is essential. By the topologi- 
cal transversality theorem, HIu = u has a solution in U, so (18), possesses 
a positive solution. 
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If /? >c jz (l/p(t)) jb q(s) ds dt holds, a similar proof is valid because (20) 
can be rewritten as 
THEOREM 7. Let /I > c(, let HL2 hold, and let H,, hold with NO = fl. Set 
c, = max(O, max fk Y, z)h 
C&al xCa.81 x CO.Nll 
c2 = min(O, min fk .Y, z)h 
[O,al x [a,/31 x CO,NIl 
where N, is the constant defined inLemma 6. Let 
Then an increasing solution f(18), exists. 
Proof. Since an increasing solution of (18), is obviously bounded by 0, 
the argument isa minor variation on that of Theorem 6and is omitted. u 
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